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INTRODUctiON 
T.he central problem in the study of the lubrication of bearings is 
to determine the pressure within the lubricant when the velocity of the 
moving surface, viscosity of the lubricant, etc. are known. Once the 
pressure at a point within the fluid is determined, then other quanti~ 
ties of interest like forces of support, torque due to friction, etc. 
·can be readily calculated. Cylindrical bearings have been studied in 
great detail. The related differential equations were solved in a lim-
iting form (Reynold's Equation) by Sommerfeld in 1904. But the more 
general Navier-Stokes equations for these bearings were studied by Duff-
ing and Reisner in 1935, and in 1950 Wannier gave the complete solu~ion 
to the problem of pressure within the lubricant in a cylindrical bear~ 
ing (9). 
Spherical bearings being the next in order of complexity were 
studied by Wannier in the same paper. One kind, viz. the closed spher-
ical bearing was solved in a limiting form in the above paper. Another 
Kind of spherical bearing, namely, the open spherical bearing (which 
reduces to a Boundary Value problem) is the subject of the present study. 
Starting with the Navier-Stokes equations, the Reynold's equation will 
be derived following the work done by Scheid (6). The equation in this 
case is expressed in spherical co-ordinates and a partial differential 
equation of the elliptic type is obtained. But in this equation we have 
a near singularity behaviour, and this is an important feature of the 
problem. In the absence of an exact solution of the equation, satisfy~ 
ing the boundary co~ditions, the next best thing is to search for an 
approximate solution. As a by-product of developing methods to deal 
ii 
with boundary value problems for non-linear partial differential equa-
' I 
tions, Levinson(4) has sho~ how a boundary value problem similar to the 
one obtained here could be \treated. A modification of that method is 
found serviceable and an aJfroximate formal solution is obtained under 
a few assumptions. An apprfximate formula for the pressure is obtained 
by this procedure, l 
The equation was also rolved numerically by the usual iteration 
oh a.n 
process,specifically, Leibmrnts method (2),A(IBM 709). The values of the 
pressure obtained by the twt methods are found to be comparable. The 
nature of the distribution 9f pressure has this important character, 
that it rises from zero on Jln inner boundary to its maximum value very 
near the outer boundary and falls precipitously to zero on the outer 
boundary giving an almost d1scontinuous character to the solution. This 
is in agreement with the pr diction (6) of the nature of the solution 
from the study of a simpler case. 
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CHAPTER I 
I The Cylindrical Bearing 
The study of a full cylindrical bearing is classical in the liter-
ature on Lubrication Theory (7). This bearing consists of a cylindrical 
shaft that is completely surrounded by another cylinder separated by a 
film of lubricating oil. As the inner cylinder rotates, under load it 
moves into an eccentric position relative to the bearing and the lubri~ 
cant forms a converging film over one-half of the bearing and a diverg-
ing film on the other half. 
The basic ~elationship between velocity, viscosity and pressure at 
a point in the fluid,is given by the Navier-Stokes.equations of Hydro-
dynamics (3). 
Assuming:· 
1) Incompressibility 
2) Steady flow 
3) Constant viscosity of the fluid, 
the pressure p is given by 
Vp = pv2V' 
v.v = 0 
Where V is the vector operator 
v = the velocity vector of the 
fluid at a point 
f1 = viscosity 
The thickness h of the oil film is a function of the co-ordinates 
of the point. When the two cylinders are nearly of the same radii h 
will be small. It is this•thin film assumption" that simplifies the 
above equations to the Reynold's Equation. For the present case, the 
Reynold's Equation in cylindrical co-ordinates is 
(1.1) 
which yields 
_:; where 
P - Po = 6pUr n(2+n cose) sine 
c2 (2+n2)(l+n cosQ) 
r = radius qf inner cylinder 
r+c = radius of the outer cylinder 
e = distance between their centres 
p = viscosity of the fluid 
n = e/c 
(1.2) 
U = velocity of inner surface relative to the outer 
no= pressure at 8 = rf, which is 180° from A 
2 
A = the point of minimum clearance on the cross-section of 
the cylinders. 
The result shows that the pressure builds up rapidly in the con~ 
verging film and reaches a maximum at a point just before A. For a 
considerable region the pressure remains negative before building up 
again. No satisfactory physical explanation has yet been given for 
these negative values [<7)pol]. Shaw & Strang(6) states that in a test 
with lucite spherical bearing it was visually verified that a. continu-
ous film of fluid did not exist in these negative pressure regions. In 
1950 Wannier(9) solved the original Navier-Stokes equation for any film 
thickness. This general solution is used to derive the results for var-
ious limiting cases as 
a) The Reynold's limit i.e. e ~ 0 
b) limit of zero clearance 
c) Limit of concentric cylinders, etc. 
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II Spherical Bearing 
The study of the spherical bearing, though similar in nature to 
the cylindrical bearing, is complicated by the fact that side leakage 
exists in the spherical case which is absent for the cylinder. In 
other words, while in the cylindrical bearing there is a line contact 
(almost) between the moving and fixed surfaces, in the spherical ca.se 
there is only a point contact. The spherical bearing may be of differ-
ent types. The closed spherical bearing was studied by Wannier(9;p.20). 
It consists of an outer stationary sphere and an inner rotating sphexe 
of almost equal radius separated by a lubricant. Under rotation the 
inner sphere moves into an eccentric position relative to the outer and 
they tend to a point contact (but still separated by the oil film). In 
the problem considered in (9) the axis of rotation was taken as being 
perpendicular to the line of centres. 
~s in the cylindrical case, the starting point was the Navier-Stokes 
equations. But these did not yield a formal solution and hence the thin 
film assumption was used and the Reynold's Equation wa.s obtained. In 
spherical co-ordinates the Reynold's Equation is 
where 
= 6pR2w sine ~ 
de 
h = c-e cose = thickness of the oil film 
(1.3) 
c = maximum clearance between the surfaces of the spheres 
e = distance between their centres 
p = viscosity 
R = radius of the sphere 
w = angular velocity (in radians per sec.) of the inner sphere 
The solution of the equation was obtained as 
p = - 6peR2w(2c-e cos9) sine sinf 
(4c2 + eZ)(c-e cose)2 
4 
(1.4) 
a comparison of·(l.2) and (1.4) shows remarkable similarity which can be 
used to show that side leakage does not play a very essential role in 
the theory of lubrication (9; p.26). The negative pressure phenomenon 
is present in this case also, over a considerable region. 
lii Scope of the Present Study 
The open spherical bearing is another type of spherical bearing with 
the basic difference that the resultant equatipns reduce to a Boundary 
Value problem. ~his is the subject of the present study. 
The fixed part of the bearing is a hemisphere with a large hole at 
the bottom and is immersed in a bath of lubricant. A sphere of equal 
radius rotates in it, about an axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
rim of the hamisphere. (The hole at the bottom may be the size of the 
entire lower half of the hemisphere without affecting the load capacity 
of the bearing. This opening provides an inlet for the lubricant~ But 
it may be used to extend a shaft through the bottom of the bearing mak-
ing the bearing more versatile.) 
Bearings of this type apparently work well but the related dif£er-
entia! equation.s have not been completely solved. To understand its 
working such bearing~have been constructed and examined experimentally(8). 
In a series of tests the bottom portion of the hemisphere was success-
ively cut away. It was observed that the load capacity was n~t apprec-
iably affected until the entire lower half was removed although beyond 
this region the load capacity decreased rapidly. But the slightest re-
5 
moval of metal from the rim of the hemisphere considerably affected 
the load capacity (and hence the pressure developed in the lubricant). 
The neighbourhood of the point of closest approach between the two 
surfaces was found to be specially sensitive. This is due to two reasons. 
One reason is that this region is a positive pressure region unlike the 
lower portion which is the so-called negative pressure region. But the 
more important reason is that the effective pressure seal that is nor-
mally present at this point is altered even when a little metal is re-
moved from this region. 
For the theoretical part of the investigation Shaw & Strang(8) 
startedwith the Navier-Stokes equation and reduced it to the simpler 
Reynold's Equation in terms of s,n co-ordinates, "s" being the co-
ordinate along the main stream line and "n'" the co-ordinate direction 
normal to it. But they concluded that an analytical determination of 
the pressure was unlikely along those lines (8; p.l41). 
In view of the foregoing conclusions the expression of the Rey-
nold's Equation in spherical co-ordinates appears to be the way to 
understand the working of the open spherical bearing. To this task 
we address ourselves now. 
CHAPTER II 
Reynold's Equation for the Spherical Bearing 
I Reynold's Equation in Vector Notation 
Under the assumptions 
1) Incompressibility 
2) Steady flow 
3) Constant viscosity 
the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow are given by 
-v• .,v = 0 
where 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
p = p(r,e,¢) = mean pressure at a point (r,e,~) in the fluid 
p = viscosity 
p = density of the fluid 
6 
B = B(r,e,~) = body force per unit mass of th~ fluid at a point 
(r,e,~) 
v = v(r,e,~) = the velocity vector at (r,e,¢) 
V'= the three dimensional vector operator. 
A spherical co-ordinate system (Fig.l) is used. 
7 
We are considering a sphere rotating inside a stationary hemisphere. 
Let the stationary hemisphere be r = R and the inner moving surface 
r = R - h where h = h(e,~). We assume h to be small. Let the velocity 
components of the velocity of the inner surface be (U,V,W). 
Introducing series expansion~ 
when 
when 
V:J • 
let p = pI. rr (r-R) 1 
i=O i 
. In 
v = p(u,v,w) = 2- (Xi,Yi,zi~(r-R)i 
i=O 
(/-> 
B = 21 2.-- (ai,bi,ci) (r-R)i 
i=O 
~ 
1 = 1(1 + r-R)-1 = (l)I: (.l)i(r-R)i 
r R T R 0 R1 
r = R 
(lt.,v,w) = 0 
r = R-h 
(u,v,w) = (E,V,W) 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(2.3c) 
(2.3d) 
(2.3e) 
(2.,3£) 
(2.3g) 
Substituting the above values in (2.1) the terms without powers of (r-R) 
are: 
!. V'p = lr2J! + 19 .! 'Op + l~ 1 !J! p '3r r -ae rsine 'OC/J 
= lr rr 1 + I 0 ! arro + ~ 1 o rro R o6 Rsin9 '0\{) 
= 1 111 + !..IG ! '01fo + ~Icp 1 2.1§ 
r ·m r () e R rsine ~ 
= ( rrl' !V Tr 0 ) (where V is the two dimensional operator 
R = Te! ~ + r)b ~ '2...> 
r oe £~ina '091 
pB = p)} (a0 ,b0 ,c0 ) = }i(a0 ,b0 ,c0 ) 
p(v.V')v will contain (r-R) in every term 
p<'V-vnv = o. 
Hence ( 1T l' E,.V Tr 0 ) = ~(Xl, Yl,Zl) + 2(X2, Y2,Z2) + (a0 ,b0 ,c0 ) R R 
This gives 
E,.(V Tr o) = ~(Yl,Zl) + 2(Y2,Z2) + (bo,co) 
R ,R 
From (2.3) 
But 
' . 
(U,V,W) = (u,v,w) when r-R = -h 
(U,V,W) = -(X1 ,Y1 ,z1)h + (X2 ,Y2 ,z2)h2 
U = - X1h + X2h2 - X~h3 +· ... ee 
(V,W) = -(Yl,Zl)h + (Y2,Z2)h2 -
(Yl,Zl) = ~ !(V,W) 
h 
= ~Xi + Ve(Yi,Zi) 
r 
••••• 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
v•.V = ~ [ ~ [rV•(Yi,Zil + 2Xi} + (i+l) Xi+l 1 (r-R)i (2.10) 
8 
By (2.2) v•.v = o 
·. x1 = o 
2Xg = rV•(Y1 ,Zl) 
R 
using (2.3e) 
3X3 = -% V.(Y2 z2) * (2r)V•(Yl,Zl) 'R ,~. RZ 
(2.11) 
Substituting these values in (2.6) and dropping higher powers of h, 
9 
6RU = -3rh2v• ~- ~(V,W) + ~ [ t 1T0 - (b0 ,c0~+ rh3vo ttV lf0 -(bo,co>} 
when the inner surface is rotating about a fixed point 
RU = - r(V,W) • Vh (2.13) 
Hence (2.12) becomes 
6V• { h(v,w!} = V• { h3 [f v 11"0 - (b0 ,co1} (2.14) 
This is the Reynold's .Equation for Tr 0 in vector notation. 
Axial Loading 
Under;a purely axial loading the centre of the inner sphere is dis~ 
placed by :a(smoll) along the axis of rotation and the clearance h in this 
case is C?nstant for constant e. 
W is the constant angular velocity of the inner sphere about the 
axis oo•. 
(2.12) 
(R-h)cose + E = Rcos 9' 
CR-h)sine = Rsine' 
h2 - 2h(Ecose+R) + E2 + 2ERcose = 0 
h(e) = Ecose + E2 sin2~ 
2R 
Nearly (2.15) 
(b0 ,c0 ) = (Rw2sine cose, O) (2.16) 21 
(V,W) = zo,(R-h) w sine} (2.17) 
Because of axial symmetry a TT'o , abo, a~, oh are all zero. 
-ap ~ "r) 'Of} 
v. l h3 (r-rr o • <bo,•o~· 
l 0 s h3sine. f! arro ... ! w2sin9 coseil 
rsine '09 \ [!t re- v 'Jj 
V• [h(V,W~ = V•( h [o,(R-h)w sii 0 
l o J h3sin9 
rsine ere \. f! oiio - ! w2sin9cosei\ LR. ae v '.!J = 0 
(C is a constant) 
IT = C s l d9 ... R 2w2 cos 2g + 1C 0 h3sin9 ll 2 
The boundary conditions are 
IT0 = o 
and Tf0 = 0 
• • It= 0 
and 
0 
at e = 90 
0 
at G = 55 
(2.18) 
10 
l 
ll 
This gives 
2V Tf0 (e) (2.19) 
Previous wo·rk on spherical bearings (8) has suggested negative press-
ures for the lower parts 0~ e~ 55°. Later work in these pages (6b.4) 
confirm this for the case of combined axial and radial loading. Hence 
we take 1lr0 (55°) = o. The graph of this is plotted (Fig.3) for the 
case E = .01. The maximum p~essure is not considerable and is almost 
R' 
independent of E so that under purely axial loading there is little 
support. But the friction is large for small E. The graph shows the 
remarkable plunge near e = 90 referred to on p.(ii). 
Ma.X lTo 
0-~-------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
ss-
0 e 9o 0 
12 
Combined Axial and Radial Displacements 
Let the centre of the fixed hemisphere be o. 
o' -~r"--..,...------- x' 
Fi~·4-
Suppose the centre of the inner sphere 0' is displaced -E and cr 
in the z and x directions respectively. Let (x,y,z) and~x',y',z') be 
two rectangular co-ordinate systems with parailel axes through 0 and 
O', respectively and (r,e,¢) and (r',e',~') be the corresponding spher-
ical co-ordinate systems. 
Then x' = r'sine•cos~' =X- o-
Y' = r'sine'sinf/J' = y 
z' = r'cose• = z + E" 
rp,Rwsine' = (-lx•Sin~' + 'lytCOS~')Rwsin9' -
= ~(-lx•Y' + ly•X') 
r' 
= ;:. \ -lxY + ly(x-a-} 
(2,.20) 
= !~ ~ (-ycos¢cose + (x-o?sin~cos919 + (ysinp + (x-~)cos~) ~~ 
But on the surface of the spinning sphere this must be = (V,W)o Also 
R = r' 
13 
, '. (V, \-1) = {_ (-wycospcose + w(x-a7sin¢cos6), 
= (-owsin~cose, rwsine • awcos¢) 
(wysin¢ + w(x-~)cosp~ 
(2.21) 
h i~ calculated from the equation of the surface of the inner sphere 
x•2 + y•2 + z•2 = R2 
i.e. (x-tr)2 .+ y2 + (z+E )2 = R2 
giving r2 - 2r(~sin9cos~ ~ Ecose). - (R2 - E2 ~ cr2) = 0 
But cr must be less than the maximum clearance at the rim. At the rim 
6 = 90 , and hence h = E2 from (2.15) 
2R 
KE2 = cJ 
2R 
(2.22) 
We deliberately assign the condition J{ L. l (see p. ). Solving the 
quadratic for r, we get 
• • 
r = R + 6sin6cos~ - Ecos9 - B2sin2e + O(E3) 2R . 
h=R 
- r = EcosQ - crsiuacos¢ + E2sin2e 
2R 
h = Bcose + B2sin9(sine - Kcos~) 
2R 
(2.23) 
(2 .. 24) 
As in (2.16) = (R w2sin9'cos9',0) jj 
= (Rw2 sinecose,O) apart from higher order 
~ terms 
Now, the R~ynold's Equation (2.14) is simplified using the explicit 
forms for V, h, (V,W), (b0 ,c0 ). 
V• { h(V,W)} = hV•(V,W) + Vh•(V,W) 
= w6 sinesin~ + O(E3) (2 .. 25) 
v. { h:r .vrr o} = h:r V•V rr 0 + f v rr 0 ·Vh3 
v. { h3(b0 ,c0 )} = O(E3) is neglected because it is very small 
compared to (2.25). 
Hence (2.14) reduces to 
. v. t h3 [f Vrr~] 
i.e. h3r V•V rr 0 + ! v rr 0 ·Vh3 = 6V• {_ h(v,wj 
R R 
(2.26) 
= 1 ' (sine a2rro 
r2S1n6 oe2 
(rsine l alTo ) + 1 0 (r· 1 d Tfo ) 
r -aa-- r2sin9 ~ rsine ~ 
·~+ cose 0 Tf"o ) + 1 ()2rro 
oe r2sin2e orp2 
} .. (2.27) + sinecose o ITO + o2rro 
-ae oql· 
+ 3h2 0"" sin~ 0 Tra 
rz- sine a~ 
(2.28) 
Substituting in (2.26) from (2.25), (2.27), (2.28) we get 
+ sin7cose ~ } 
+ asirfA arro 1 = 6\'(<fsinesin¢ 
sine a~ J 
14 
Putting r = R and simplifying 
.+ 1 o2 JTo 
sin2e arp2 
.+ (cote - 3Esine)ano 
h -ae 
.... 3osill¢ a 110 
hsine 'Ofb 
15 
= 6R2wo sinesin¢> (2.29) 
h3 
This is the 1 Reynold's equation 'in spherical co-ordinates. Tf 0 is 
a function of (9,~) but not of r because of the "thin .. film" assumption 
that h is small. The boundary values for (2.29) are 
1T 0 (SS,. ,cJ)) = 0 = TT 0 (90 ,~) 
From·p~evious work (8) it is known that p = (0, Tr) is the negative 
pressure region. Hence we will assume the additional boundary values 
rr 0 Ce, rr) = o = lT 0 (e,2rr ) 
Thus o1,1r problem reduces to the First Bounda.xy Value problem for the 
elliptic equation (2.29). It is established (S;p.232) that such a 
t 
problem has a unique solution for a continuous function prescribed on 
the bo~ndary if the boundary is sufficiently smooth an~ the coeffici-
ents with their derivatives up to and including the second order are 
continuous. Here the smoothness of the boundary has to be assumed by 
rounding off coxners. This matter is discussed later (p.1q). 
In view of the fact that a formal solution satisfying the boundary 
conditions has not been obtained we shall solve it by numerical methods 
in the next chapter and then construct an approximate formal solution. 
T 
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CHAPI'ER III 
I Numerical Solution of Equation (2.29) 
The rectangular region ABCD { e = (5S , 90 ) ; ~ = (180 , 360 ) } Fi~: 6 
will be called R0 and its boundary s0 • CD will be called S1 and AB will 
be s2~ It is required to find rr0 satisfying (2.29) inside R0 and 
vanishing everywhere on S0 • A is the point or minimum clearance be-
tween the two surfaces. s6 and S~ will stand for the length of the sub-
divisions in thee and~ directions respectively. 
It is known that the pressures developed in the lower part of the 
region are comparatively insignifant compared to those developed near 
s2 (6). In solving (2.29) on an electronic computer we shall follow the 
Liebman's method (8;p.296) and use the initial net of 9 ')( 11 interior 
0 0 
nodes over R0 with ·~· = 3.5 and ~ = 15 • For the second time we shall 
0 
further subdivide into ten the top single strip taking s9 = .35 but keep 
0 S~ = 15 constant throughout. Further subdivisions of the top most strip 
will be continued in the same way. 
' 
1.!-· 
1'.\) 
t-1;1) 
~ tL,j) ~\.-tl,~) 
. ,\\ 
\t ,\ 
360":0 Sf 
---. 4> 
Fig·5· 
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Now the differential equation (2.29) is replaced by a difference equa-
tion. 
Let the value of TT0 at a node (i,j) = p(i,j) 
put oTTj, = p(i,j) - p(i,j-1) 
-ae Sg 
o2lfo = 
roe2 
p(i,j~l) - 2~(i,j) + p(i,j-1) 
'0 rr;, = _;:.;..P..-.< 1_.· ,L.:j~)-:::--__._P .... ( 1_.· P&..:j._-_1...:..) __ 
'()'jJ s~ 
'02~0 = p(i+l,j) - 2p(i,j) + p(i-l,j) ~~2 ---~~~~8~~~2~~~~=-~~---
substituting these values in (2.29) and solving for p(i,j) we get 
where 
p {i, j) = _...;a;;..•...:::P~(:.;;;i~2 ~j_+;;;.l):.....+__;;b_•~P..;.( .;;.i-...;1;,..,,!:-==j~)-+_c.;;.•...:P:;...(:.;;;i;;.,ji,~j--;;;.l),::_+__;;d~·~P...;(.;;;;i+_l.;;.,c.=J~· )~+_;;.e_ 
f 
a = a(i,j) = 1 
b = b (i, j) = -:-:...;s71a~2:-""l~ 
csq_,2sin2e) 
30Se2sin9'> 
(S¢hsin9) 
c = c(i,j) = 1 - S9cote + (3BS9sine) 
"h 
d = d(i,j) = ~seliil-2~.,......~ 
csq/'sin2e) 
e = e(i,j) =- 6R2 woSs2sin9sin¢ 
fi3 
(3.2) 
e,¢ are the values at the node (i,j). The starting values for the 
Liebman's method are taken from a rough formula obtained by a variation-
a1 method (6). 
ff0 (e,p) = • 17.5R2wa(e- .960)sin~ 
.611 
f L.- ~ or .960 - e - 1.553 
=- 17.5R2w~(1.571- e) sin~ (3.3) 
.0175 for 1.553 ~ e ~ 1.571 
(3.1) 
The iteration starts. wit:\! the point ~~1,1) computing p(l,.l) by 
(3.1) and replacing the starting value p(l,l). For computing p(2,1) 
the new value at p(l,l) is used. At every node the correction ratio 
(=D) is calculated 
D = I p' (i,j) - p(i,j)l 
p' (i,j) 
p'(i,j) stands for the previous 
value 
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p(i,j) stands for the present value 
The iteration process for the whole net is repeated until at every node 
D ~ .01 (tole~ance). the va.lt.<es ThenAin the row containing the largest p(i,j) are 
compared with the corresponding values on the lower boundary. I£ every 
value in th~ upper row is larger than the corresponding value on the 
boundary the upper row values are put as the boundary·value for the new 
net and the process is repeated with a new net given by a new s6• I£ 
at least one value o£ the upper row is equal to or less than the corres~ 
ponding value on the boundary, then the computations are terminated. 
These calculations were done at the Computation Centre at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology on an IBM 709 using the Fortran 
language. Some of the results obtained are given in tables. (p-~7-4~) 
II Graphs ~ v • ' 
The following graphs are to picture the integral surface of (2.29) 
st~nding on the plane region R and passing through S • These are done 0 0 
only for E = .001. Smaller values of E give steeper and taller peaks 
nearer to the boundary s2• 
Graph 1: The section curves o£ the integral surface parallel to ¢ aXis 
for certain v.alues o£ e are given. The section for all e f 89 do not 
rise appreciabl~ above the horizontal axis and hence are not shown. 
Graph 2: The section curves of the integral surface parallel to the 
S-axis for certain values of ¢ are given. As ~ increases from 180°, 
L Q 
the curves are steeper. For e - 89 the curves .do not rise appre-
ciably above the horizontal axis and hence those portions are not 
shown on the graphs. 
III Conclusions 
On examining the computed results it is £ound that the largest 
p(i,j) occurs on the top-most row and hence the successive values of 
s6 are 3.5, ,35, .035, .0035 for B = .001. 
For B = .005 the machine computed over 3 nets successively 
for B = .001 
" 
4 
" 
for B = .0002 " 5 " 
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This means that as B gets smaller the maximum value of lT0 increases 
and it occurs nearer to s2• 
An examination of the tables for lT 0 give the £allowing extract. 
Table showing Maximum Value of lf 0 and point where it occurs for 
various values of B. 
Table 1 
0 = 195 ¢ = 255 0 = 270 ~ = 285 
.E Max at Max at Max at Max 
TIO e=.__ lro e= 1To e= 1To 
.oos 4.0 894 7'2 23 89.,.79 31 89.,.86 41 
.oo1 103 89.,.93 611 89.965 798 89.972 1044 
.ooo2 2700 89.9895 16000 89.9930 20000 89.9965 27000 
Maximum TT0 and point where it occurs for various values of .E 
lTO in millions • e im d.ejre.e.s • 
¢ = 345 
-
at Max 
e= rro 
89.895 112 
89.979 4530 
89.99685 265000 
at 
e= 
89.965+ 
89.9965+ 
89.99965+ 
N 
c 
• 
SECTION CURVES OF THE SOLUTION SURFACE ff0 :ITo(e,¢) OF EQUATION(2.29) 
FOR CERTAIN VALUES OF 9 
----- obtained from the numerical solution of Chapter .3. 
------- given by the formal solution(4.16) of Chapter 4 . 
2.70° 300° 
..-h 
.3ooo 
2000 
110 ( im mi{(,·oltS) 
' 
lLOOO 
t 
\ 
SECTION CURVES OF THE SOLUTION SURFACE nio=ffo(e,¢) OF EQUATION(2.29) 
FOR CERTAIN VALUES OF ¢. 
------··-obtained from the numerical solution of Chapter 3. 
--- given by the formal solution(4.16) of Chapter 4. 
"fflr~~......- ----
~~--~ 
--e--?> 
"'1 22 
2000 
1000 
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The first observation is, as was mentioned before, that the maxi-
mum pressures occurs very near the rim of the hemispherical bearing 
surface. But the value on the boundary is zero. Hence the pressure 
drops suddenly to zero, giving the solution almost a discontinuous 
character. This is similar to the behaviouE in the simpler case of the 
bearing under a pure axial displacement. But while the pressure curve for 
every ~ was exactly similar in the simpler case, the pressure curve is 
different for different~. This is_illustrated forE= .001 in the 
graph~ • The behaviour of Tr0 for other values of E is similar. For 
smaller E, ff0 will be larger everywhere and especially so for the max~ 
imum value. Moreover, the maximum value will occur at a point nearer to 
the boundary as E gets smaller. It is also seen from the graphs that 
the point of maximum pressure has a strong dependence on ~ near s2, so 
that this point approaches A, the point of minimum clearance. It is 
~~ 
not unexpected as the equation (2.29) would have ahcontinuity at A if 
h is allowed to be zero at this point. For E = .001 the maximum press-
a 0 
ure point occured within 2E of s2 for ~ = 195 , E of s2 for ¢ = 270 
and E for ~ = 345°. This feature is mentioned again in connection with 
w 
the formal solution (p.~3). 
Variation of ff0 for changes in w is direct and hence the tabula~ 
tions are not given. The points of maximum pressure do not change due 
to change in w. 
All the computations were done for R = .scm. 
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CHAPTER l:V 
A Theorem on the First Boundary Value Problem 
Now we shall state a theorem by Levinson(3) and along the lines 
suggested there, construct an approximate formula for the solution of 
(2.29). 
It is required to find u satisfying the equation 
.E ll u + Aux + Buy + CU = D (4.1) 
where /). U = UXX + Uyy 
and A, B, c, D aTe £unctions of x,y in a given region R0 and taking pre-
assigned values on the boundary S0 of Ro· The characteristic curves of 
the equation 
Aux + Buy + Cu = D 
are the solutions of 
(4.2) 
dx = ~ (4.3) 
A B 
which are also the characteristics of (4.3). Suppose s1 and s2 are 
the segments of S0 so that 
B~ - A~ (. 0 on S1 
ds ds 
and -B~ + A~ ( 0 on. s2 ds ds 
or vice versa. (S is the arc length along 
So) 
Definition: The closed simply connected region in Ro + S0 bounded by 
S1 and s2 and two characteristic curves of (4.3) joining the end points 
of S1 and s2 is called a "regular quadrilateral". 
Let us state the £6~lowing hypotheses. Hl :: R0 +S0 is a closed 
connected set in the (x,y) plane and is contained in an open connected 
region R'. Let the functions giving x andy in terms of the arc length 
along each curve of S0 , the functions giving the boundary value of u 
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assigned along each curve of S0 and A, B, c, D are all of class c6 
with respect to the appropriate variables. H2·: C ~ 0 in R•. 
Theorem: If H1 and H2 hold for (4.1), then in a regular quadrilateral 
in R0 +S0 we have 
u(x,y,E) = U(x,y) + z(x,y,E) + w(x,y,E) (4.4) 
where w = O(E~) as E ~ 0, uniformly in the closed quadrilateral. More-
over, on s2 and at points in the quadrilateral near s2 
z = e-s<x,y)/EJ(x,y) (4.5) 
where g = 0 on s2 and 0 ~ g off s2 and g, J are of class c2. There 
exists a o- ) 0 such that z = O(e-e>IE) as E ---=> + 0 in that part of the 
quadrilateral where (4.5) is no longer valid. U(x,y) is the solution 
of (4.2) satisfying the boundary value of u on s1 and is of class c2 in 
R0+S0 and w = 0 on S1 and s2 which leads to J = u - U on s2. 
The functions g and J mentioned in the theorem are to be obtained 
as follows; 
' 
put u = e-g/E J + EZ in the equation (f·') 
= z + EZ 
E f1 u + A~ + Buy + Cu = 0 (4.6) 
then we get 
e-g/.E ~ ?2 gle-
E 
+ e•g/E {(A - 2g )J + (B - 2g )J + (C - llg)Jl 
X X y y J 
+ Ee-g/E AJ + E(E Az + AZx + BZY + cz) = o 
A non-zero function g(x,y) is found from th~ equation 
(4.7) 
with the condition that g = 0 on s2 and g ) 0 away from s 2• 
Then J is obtained from the equation 
(A - 2gx>Jx + (B - 2gy)Jy + (C - Ag)J = 0 
with the condition that J = U - u on s2• 
(4.8) 
When A, B, c, D are functions of x,y and E the theorem can be used if 
A, B, c, D and their partial derivatives with respect to x and y are 
continuous in .E for 0.; E ~ E0 for some J30 > 0, (4;p.428). In the 
application we make, this condition is satisfied as can be seen from 
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(4.lla). In fact, we shall use it only for the case 0 ( E ~ E0 • The 
proof of the theorem is affected by the occurrence of E in A; B, C, D 
when the estimates are made on the magnitude of Z and w. We shall elab-
orate this point at the end of the next section. 
An Approximate Formula for !rG of (2.29) 
The film thickness h is given by 
h = .Ecose + :s2 sin2e - ~sin9cos~. 
2R 
Therefore, at (e=o, f/J=2lf ) , h = 0 if c5' = .E2. From the physical sit-
2R 
uation this is almost true since under rapid rotation the inner sphere 
tends to make a point contact with the stationary hemisphere. But if 
the bearing is to behave hydrodynamically, then the two surfaces must 
have a film of lubricant, however thin, between them. This is borne 
out by experimental evidence (6;p.l43). Hence by putting 
o = KE2 , 
2R 
1{ (. 1 (4.9) 
we are emphasizing that h + 0 at any point and K is nearly equal to 1. 
By so doing we pave truncated the term on the right of (2.29) to avoid 
an actual singularity. 
It has been established by experiment (6;p.l43) that the region 
' 
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near the rim of the outer hemisphere is the significant region as far 
as load carrying capacity of the bearing (and hence values of pressure 
in the fluid) is concerned. Moreover, the conclusions of chapter 3 
confirm this fact. This makes it necessary that in making appro~ima­
tions we try £or greater agreement at the rim (i.e., e=90) at the 
expense of accuracy in the lower regions when a choice is unavoidable. 
In (2.29) if we put 
we get 
where 
ITo= u 
ii 
e = 1T -x 2 
~ = y 
0 = KE2 
2R 
1 Kcosy = f 
2R 
3RKwsiny = M 
h = E2 H, 
a = cos2x + Esinx(3cosx - Kcosy) 
Hcosx H.2R 
b = 0 + E Ksiny 
H•Rcosx 
c = .. ~~<3 - 2EHx> + Etanx ~ - E HW 
d = Mcos~ 
m2 
(4.10) 
(4.10a) 
Putting cosx = 1 
sinx = x 
and retaining only the higher order terms we have 
B Llu + aux ,... buy + cu = d 
where a= B 
i+El 
b = 0 
c =- E 
(x+Ef)2 
d= ME 
(x+Ef)2 
c is large negative for small x. But as x increases c ~ 
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(4.11) 
(4.lla) 
E(2 - cot2x) '*" E3( ) • •• ... Therefore c ceases to be negative for x { 35° 
0 
i.e., £or e ( 55 approximately. Since c has to be negative if the 
() 
theorem of the last section is to apply, we assume u = 0 when x = 35 
= .611. This is the additional reason referred to in (Ch.2,p.1l ). 
Thus the problem reduces to finding a function u to satisfy (4.11) in-
side the rectangular plane region R0 : x = (0, •. 611); y = ( 1r, 2 7r ) and 
u = 0 everywhere on the boundary S0 of R0 • The following fa~ts about 
the applicability of the theorem to the equation (4.11) are to be noted. 
1) Equation (2.29) was to be solved for the spherical surface. But 
we are replacing it with R0 in the (x,y) plane. 
2) While in (4.1) A, B, c, D are functions of (x,y), in (4.11) a, b, 
c, dare functions of (x,y,B). But it is still true that the essential 
feature of (4.1), namely, that the coefficient of ~u is small relative 
to the others holds good for (4.11) for small x, which is the region we 
are mainly concerned with here. Consequently, the functions u, g, J of 
I 
(4.4) and (4.5) will be functions of (x,y,E) in pur formulas. 
' 
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3) 1'he limiting case of the solution of (4.1) as E -40 is important 
in the problem considered in (3). But here we shall be more concer.ned 
with the construction of a formula for a given E. 
4) Sg is the boundary of the rectangle fo~ (4.11). Therefore H1 
(p."'24) of the theorem is apparently not satisfied ina.smuch as the de-
rivatives of the functions expressing x and ¥ in terms of the arc length 
of So are not continuous owing to the existence of corners of S0 • But 
the standard device of approximating to continuous functions by poly-
nomials is possible. 
In view of these facts we proceed more o·n an empirical basis in 
constructing a formula for u4 
The equation U(x,y,E) is obtained from 
aUX + bUy + cU = d (4.12) 
i.e., E Ux E u = EM X+H (x+:E£')2 (x+E£)2 
ux - 1 u = M 
X+Ef x+:Ef 
U(x,y,E) = -M {1 K1(x + Ef~ 
= -M {l KlxJ 
(4.13) 
since EK1f is small compared to 1 fpr all y. 
We choose X = 0 611 as S1 
and x=O 
The characteristics of (4.3) are y = K. Hence R0 is a regular quadri-
lateral, whose bounding characteristics are 
and y = 2Tr' 
The constant K1 is determined by U = 0 when x = .611 giving K1 = 1.6. 
This again is inaccurate as the U we have determined is for small x and 
can be hardly be expected to agree exactly at the lower boundary. 
But the va~ue of K1 does not affect U near s2 too much. Hence we 
accept this value of u. 
Now g(x,y) is dete~min~d from the non-linear equation 
g2x + g2y- agx = 0 · (4.14) 
subject to the condition that g = 0 on s2• 
Hence 
and g = 0 when x = 0 
Here again the complete solution is difficult and we choose 
g(x,y,E) = E ln(l+ x) 
Ef 
(4.14a) 
as an approximate solution of (4.14). If we put g = E ln(l+ x) in 
Ef 
(4.14) then we have 
g~2 ~ gy2- E g = g 2 = K2E2x2sin2~ = X+Ef X Y 4R2f2(x+Ef) 
Near the point y = 21f , f ~ 0. Hence the function that we have 
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chosen is not too satisfacto~y. But in view of the difficulty of solv-
ing the non-linear equation (4.14) exactly we continue with this func~ 
tion. 
The equation for J is hence 
(a - 2gx)Jx + (b - 2gy)Jy + (c - llg)J = 0 
with the condition that j = u - U on s2• Hence 
( E ~ 2E )Jx + 2ExK siny Jy + (c - gxx - gyy) J = 0 
X+Ef x+ Ef f (~+ Ef) 
But gxx = c = - ~(x--+"""~~)..,.Z 
therefore the equation reduces to 
J = x (2Ksiny) 
X f' 
But 
Jy + !; 1 - corSy + Ksin2y x+2Ef} 
f t 2Rf x+Ef 
J = 3RKwsiny when x = 0 
But 
.. J = 3RKwsiny + x~'(x,y,B) 
Jx = xf(x,y,E) from (4.15) 
I > J = 3RKwsiny + x2~••cx,y,E)o 
(4.15) 
But our J is to be effect~ve for small x and hence the second term is 
neglected. 
' . J = 3RKwsiny 
u = U + e-g/E J 
3RKwsiny f 1 - ~ .. 6x - ..!L} l. x+Ef 
is the formula we have constructed fo~ u. 
Hence 
where 
- - 3RKwsiny 
h 
x= T ... e 
2 
y = cp 
f = 1 - Kcosy 
2R 
K ~ 1 
(4.15a) 
(4.16) 
.As mentioned in the last section, we have applied the results of 
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(4.1) to the equation (4.11). This affects the estimates of tz\ and 
\w\ by the fact that the coefficienbof (4.11) contain E. So, here 
we make the corresponding estimates for (4.11). When we put 
in the equation 
E A u + aux + buy + cu = 0 
we have as in (4.6) 
E Ji Z + aZx + bZy + cZ = ~ e-g/E ~ J (4.17) 
where g,J sa.tisfy (4.14) and (4· .. 15) respectively,. An extension of 
the maximum principle (4;p.432) states that if 
and 
then 
Au + pux + quy + ru . = S 
r ~ -K .( 0 
u ~ Jsl • 
K 
Hence in (4.17) 
I Z I ~ J e-g/E Jl /E ~ I 3RKw~iny• (x+Ef)j 
I cf/E 
Again, putting u = U + ~ + EZ + w 
in the equation (4.11) we have 
:B 6. w + awx + bwy + cw = - E b. U neglecting the term in Z 
so that w ; l.n 1J. ul /E ;; '3RKwsiny•(:x+,Ef)2\ 
\CJ/E 
These are comparatively small for small :x and the application of the 
theorem to (4.11) is justified. 
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CHAPTER V 
Conclusion 
Comparison of the Formal Solution with the Numerical 
The values of rr0 given by (4.16) are computed for those lattice 
points at which its values are computed by the numerical method. These 
are tabulated in the tables (3 ... 14) in the appendix. The numerica.l sol-
ution is printed below the values of the formal solution. It is readily 
observed that the formula (4.16) agrees with the numerical solution to 
a considerable extent. The value of rr
0 
vanishes everywhere on S0 
0 
and increases very slowly as e increases from 55 and has no appreci-
0 
able values until e = 89 • The maximum value £or every ~ is reached 
at a point M~ near s2 • 
0 0 
As ~ increases from 180 to 360 , M~ moves 
closer to s2• By means of formula (4.16) it is seen that 
when 
which gives 
a TTo = 0 
'Ox 
1 + 
(x+'l3f)2 
2Bf = 0, from (4.13) 
(x+.E£)3 
x = Ef = ~(1 - Kcos~) 
2R 
This is fairly in agree~ent with the computed results in the table 2.(p·35)· 
0 
Asp approaches 360 1 Ef tends to (1 - K). Since "we have restricted 
that K <. 1, this point of maximum pressure will be kept away from the 
boundary. This is also the point of maximum pressure over the entire 
region and here the surface representing rro rises to the highest peak 
which is indeed very steep especially on the side of the boundary s2• 
See graphs (p :z.l,l'l.). 
Considering the entirely different methods of arriving at the two 
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sets of values of Tf
0 
given in the tables, the agreement is somewhat 
satisfac:.tory. .But the £ormnla (4.16) is capable of greater refinement. 
0 
(jJ = 195 
E Ma:x: 
TT(I 
at 
e= 
f!J = 255 ° 
Max 
rr, 
at 
e= 
Table 2 
(1 
¢ = 270 
Max 
TIO 
at 
e= 
JZi = 285° 
Max 
ITo 
at 
e= 
jtJ = 345 
Max 
ITo 
0 
at 
B= 
.oo5 4.0 89.72 23 89;79 31 89~86 41 89;895 112 89;965+ 
4,2 89.86 27 89~93 36 89.93 48 89.93 63 89.965+ 
.oo1 103 89.93 611 89;965 798 89.972 1044 89.979 4530 89,9965+ 
114 89.965 600 89.965 815 89.9895 1132 89.9895 3077 89.9965+ 
.0002 2700 89.9895 16000 89~9930 20000 89~9965 27000 89;99685 265000 89;99965+ 
3100 89.9930 18000 89,9965 23000 89.9965 29000 89.9965 373000 89.99965+ 
Maximum JT0 and point where it occurs for various values of E 
rro in millions. 
e in cle.:tl"e.es. 
(Numbers above the line refer to those from formula (4.16). Numbers below the 
line refer to the numerical solution). 
w 
(A 
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Calculation of Forces of Support and Friction 
To determine SA the axial support. Sa-the radial support and F the 
torque due to friction we use the Stress components (1), 
rr + 2ui}u 
0 ··-. or 
Pr~ = ( P ) ~ + pr 2._(!!) 
rsine o0 orlrJ 
· Pre = pr 2.... <.!2 + CJ.9~ 
ar(rJ r oe 
which gives 
SA= R2 J f 
SR = R2 f f 
F = R3 j j 
<-Prrcose + Presine) sine de d~ 
(Prrsinesi~ + Pr~cos¢ + p~sin~cose)sina de d~ 
Pr~sin2e de dfh 
These give (6;p.ll) 
J2lf)l.57l s = p 
'A rr • 960 · 
-J21T~l.571 S ... -u 
R rr .960 I 
with the use of (4.16) we obtain 
SA = ( 3 · 9 ) pR4w o-
'W 
SR = ( 1 · !J ) SA ( - If fn ~ - 2.. c,) 
F = ( 1 · 0 ) Tf pR4 !! (- in ~ + ·51) 
E 
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.APPENDIX 
Tables 3 to 14 give the values of ffo in millions for various 
values of e and ~ given in degrees. e is given from bottom to top 
along the left hand margin andp is given from left to right along the 
it~ degyoe.es• o o 
bottom of the tablesA 1T0 is zero for the boundaries e =55 , e = 90 ; 
" 0 ? = 180 t ¢ = 360 • 
The numbers below the line are the values of 1T obtained by 
0 
the numerical method described in chapter 3. The numbers above the line' 
are the values given by the formal solution (4ol6) of chapter 4. 
rr for :B = .oos is given in tables 3, 4, 5 
0 
.E = .001 " 6, 7, a, 9 
:E = .0002 tt 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
Tables 3 to 13 give the values in millions ( •••• X 106) 
Tables 13, 14 give the values in billions ( •••• Xl09) 
0 
86.5 1.,1 2.1 3.1 3.8 4 • .4 
.64 1,.2 1.8 2,.2 2.5 
83,.0 .. 53 1.04 1.5 1.9 2:1 
.45 .88 1.2 1.5 1,.7 
79.5 .32 .62 ,.89 1.1 1.2 
.31 .60 .85 1.0 1.2 
76.,0 .21 .41 .59 .73 :s2 
,.21 ,.41 .58 • 71 .so 
72.5 .14 .28 .40 .49 .,55 
.15 • ?8 .40 .49 .55 
69.,0 .095 ,.19 .26 .33 .,37 
.1o .19 .27 ,.33 .37 
65.5 .06 .12 .. 17 .21 .24 
.07 .13 .18 .22 .25 
62.0 .035 .07 .10 :12 .14 
.041 .07 .. 11 .14 .15 
0' 
58,5 .015 .03 .045 ;os5 ~065 
.o;t9 .037 .,052 .063 .071 
0 0 
180 195 210 225 240 255 
' 
Table 3 
E = .005 
6,.7 6.7 4~.3 
2.6 2.5 2.3 
2.2 2.2 2~0 
1"8 1.8 1.6 
1.3 1.,3 1.2 
1.2 1,.2 1.1 
.86 .84 :76 
.83 .so .72 
.58 .57 .51 
.57 .55 .so 
.39 .38 :34 
.39 .38 .33 
.25 ~25 .23 
.,26 ,.25 .22 
,.15 :15 ;14 
.16 .15 .14 
,07 .07 :o65 
,.073 .071 .063 
270 285 300 
3.,6 2.6 
1.,9 1.3 
1.6 i.2 
1.3 .92 
.98 .7 
,.87 .62 
~63 .45 
.59 .42 
.43 .30 
.41 .29 
;28 .20 
.28 .20 
.19 ,13 
.18 .13 
:12 .08 
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;o55 .04 
.052 ,036 
315 330 
1 .. 3 
,.69 
.60 
.48 
:36 
.32 
.23 
.22 
:15 
,.15 
.10 
.10 
,.07 
,.07 
,.04 
.04 
.02 
.019 
a 
345 
0 
360 
w 
00 
89.65 3.9 7.9 12.2 16.7 21:4 
3.7 7.4 11.0 14,0 17.0 
89.30 3.3 6~6 9.9 13.0 15;9 
3.,1 6.~ 9.0 12.0 14.0 
I 19.3 12:3 88.95 2.7 5.4 8.0 
2.4 4.7 6.8 8.7 10.0 
' 
88.60 2.3 4.5 6.,6 8~5 10 
1.~ 3.6 5.2 6.5 7.,6 
88,25 2.0 3.8 5.6 7:1 8.3 
1,.4 2.8 4;,0 5,.0 5,.8 
87.90 1.7 3.3 4.9 6.1 7.1 
1.1 
I 
2.2 3.2 4.0 4.5 
87.55 1.5 2.9 4.3 5;4 6:2 
.9 1.8 2,.6 3.3 3.7 
87.20 1.3 2.6 3.8 4.8 5.5 
·? 1.6 2.2 2.8 3.1. 
86.85 1~2 2 • .1!- 3.4 4.3 4:9 
··7 1.4 2.0 2.4 2.7 
180 195 210 225 240 255 
Table 4 
E = .005 
26:o 3o:o 32.0 
19.0 20.0 20.0 
18.2 19~6 19.6 
~5!0 15.0 15.0 
13.8 14.4 14;o 
11.0 11.0 11.0 
10.9 J.1.3 1().,8 
~.1 8.2 7.7 
9;1 9:3 s:7 
q.~ 6.2 8.7 
7.7 7.8 7.3 
4.8 4.8 4.4 
6.7 6.7 6:3 
3.9 3.9 3.5 
5.9 5;9 5;5 
3.3 3.2 3.0 
5.3 5.2 4:9 
2.9 2.8 2.5 
270 285 300 
31.0 26.0 
17.0 13.0 
17.6 13.4 
13.0 9.4 
12.2 9.1 
9.0 6.6 
9.3 6.8 
6.5 4.7 
7.4 5.4 
4.8 3.5 
6.2 4~5 
3.7 2.7 
5.3 3:8 
2.9 2.1 
4:6 3;3 
2.4 1.7 
4.1 2~9 
2.1 1.5 
315 330 
1.5.0 
7.0 
7.3 
5.0 
4.9 
3.5 
3.6 
2.5 
2.9 
1.8 
2.4 
1.4 
2;o 
1.1 
1:7 
.9 
1.5 
.a 
345 360 
(A 
tJ: 
89.,965 1.3 2.8 4.8 7.8 12 
2,.9 6 .. 1 10, 15 22 
.930 2,.6 5.0 8.3 13 19 
3.Q a.g 13 19 27 
.895 3,.0 6.3 10 15 22 
4.? 8,7 14 20 26 
.860 3.4 7.0 11 16 23 
4.2 8.6 13 19 25 
,.825 3.7 7.6 12 17 23 
4.0 8.,3 13 18 23 
.790 3.8 7.8 12 17 23 
3.9 s.o 12 16 21 
. 
.755 3.8 7.9 12 17 23 
3.? 7.7 l~ 16 19 
.720 4.0 8.0 12~0 17 23 
3.?, 7,.6 11.0 15 18 
89.685 3~9 8.0 12:0 17~0 22 
3,7 7.9 11,.0 15.0 18 
180 195 210 225 240 255 
) ) 
Table 5 
E = .• 005 
19 31 48 
31 44 61 
27 39 55 
36. ~8 61 ~ 
30 41 53 
34 63 52 
I 
31 40 49 
31 37 43 
31 39 46 
28 32 35 
30 37 "43 
2~ 28 30 
29 35 39 
~3 25 26 
28 33 37 
21 23 23 
' 
27 32 34 
20 21 01 
270 285 300 
\ 1" 
76 110 
79 87 
72 84 
71 70 
64 66 
56 52 
56 54 
44 39 
50 46 
35 30 
45 39 
29 24 
40 35 
?6 19 
37 31 
21 17 
34 28 
19 15 
315 330 
112 
63 
65 
47 
45 
33 
35 
24 
28 
18 
24 
14 
21 
1l 
18 
9 
16 
8.0 
345 360 
~ 
0 
86 .• 5 6.6 12.7 18.,0 22.0 24.9 
3,4 6.5 9.3 11.4 12.8 
83.0 3.0 5 .. 8 8.2 10.o 11.2 
2.4 4.6 ~ •. 5 7.9 8.9 
79,.5 1,.$ 3.4 4.8 5~9 6.6 
1.9 3,.1 . 4.4 5.3 6.0 
76,.0 1.1 2 .. 2 3.1 3:9 4.,3 
1_ .. 1. 21'1 3 .. 0 3.6 4.0 
72.5 .ab 1 .. 5 2,.1 2.6 2.9 
.7? 1 .. 4 2.0 2.5 2.8 
69A0 .so 1.0 1A 1.8 2.0 
.so 1,0 1.4 1.7 1.9 
65 .• ? .34 .67 ,.95 1:2 1:3 
.~o .e>Q ,.90 1.1. 1.2 
62.0 .21. .40 .57 .70 ;79 
.2\) 1140 .60 .1o .so 
58,.5 .10 .20 .28 .~34 :38 
.l~ .).8 .26 .32 .35 
180 195 210 225 240 255 
Table 6 
E = .oo1 
25.9 25:2 22~8 
13.2 12.8 11.5 
11.7 11.3 10.2 
9.~. 8.9 -8.0 
6.9 6:7 6:o 
6.2 -6.0 5.3 
4.5 4~3 3.9 
4.2 4.0 3.6 
::-3.0 2~9 2.6 
2~9 2.8 2.5 
r 
2.0 2.0 1:8 
1.9, 
•• 
1.9 1.7 
1.4 1.3 1:2 
-\.3 1.2 1.1 
.• ,82 :79 ~71 
'80 ,. ,, .so .70 
.44 .39 :35 
~37 .35 .31 
270 285 300 
18.7 13.3 
-, 9.4 6.6 
8.4 6.,0 
E!-5 4.6 
4.9 3.5 
4.4 3.1 
3:2 2.3 
3.0 2.1 
2.2 1;s 
2.0 1.4 
1:s 1.0 
1.4 1.0 
i.o .liiO 
. .,90 .60 
5.8 ,.41 
.60 .40 
:29- ~20 
,26 .18 
3l5 330 
6.9 
3.4 
3~0 
2.4 
1.8 
1.6 
1.,2 
l.l 
.so 
.70 
!S 
.s 
.35 
.30 
.21 
.20 
:1o 
.10 
345 360 
-1:-
1-" 
Table 7 
E = .oo1 
89~65 53 103 149 190 221 240 243 228 194 142 75 
31 6Q 8!? 10{> 12() 127 125 114 95 68 35 
89,30 31 60 86 107 122 130 129 118 99 71 37 
23 4.!} 63 . 78 88 93 91 82 68 49 25 
88l'95 22 42 60 74 84 89 87 80 66 47 24 
16 31 45 55 62 65 63 58 47 34 18 
88~60 17 32 46 57 64 67 66 59 49 35 18 
1~ 
" 
23 32. 40 4~ 47 45 41 34 24 13 
88~25 13' 26 37 45 51 54 52 47 39 28 14 
9 17 24 3Q 33 34 
'• 
34 30 25 18 9 
87-e90 ll 22 :30 38 43 45 43 39 32 23 12 
7 13 18 23 25 26 26 23 1;9 13 7 
' 87111.55 9.5 18 26 32 3Q 38 37 33 27 20 10 
s.p 10 .].5 18 20 ~~ 20 18 15 11 6 
87"20 8.2 16.0 23.0 28.0 32:o 33.0 32.0 29.0 24.0 17.0 a:8 
4.4 ~.6 :l,2.2 14.9 16.7 17.3 16.8 15.1 12 .. 4 8.8 4~6 
86~85 7.3 14.2 20,.0 25.0 28.0 29.0 28.0 25.0 20.0 15.0 7,.7 
3.? 7.4 10.5 12.9 14.4 14.9 14.5 13.0 10.6 7.5 3.9 
180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 360 
~ 
89 .. 965 99 203 320 454 611 
114 231 351 476 600 
.930 103 208 319 435 554 
108 216 323 428 524 
.895 96 192 289 385 476 
89 177 262 341 411 
lt860 87 173 258 340 413 
72 142 208 269 319 
.825 79 157 232 301 362 
58 115 168 215 252 
.790 72 143 210 271 322 
49 96 139 .. 176 205 
.755 66 130 191 245 290 
42 81 118 148 171 
,720 61 120 175 223 263 
37 72 103 129 148 
89'!685 56 110 162 20Q 240 
33 65 93 . 116 132 
~80 195 210 225 240 255 
Table 8 
E = §001 
790 986 1170 
716 805 841 
670 767 820 
604 654 658 
556 611 624 
463 491 483 
671 505 502 
355 370 358 
407 429 419 
277 285 272 
358 373 360 
222 226 21.3 
319 330 315 
185 186 173 
288 295 279 
158 158 146 
262 267 252 
140 . 139 128 
270 285 300 
1260 1150 
791 628 
792 646 
597 460 
575 649 
429 325 
450 363 
313 234 
370 278 
'235 174 
313 233 
182 134 
272 201 
147 107 
240 177 
'123 89 
215 157 
107 77 
315 330 
716 
351 
369 
252 
248 
176 
187 
126 
150 
93 
125 
71 
107 
56 
94 
47 
83 
40 
345 360 
,J:. 
w 
Table 9 
E = .ool. 
89.9965 22 49 83 132 206 327 536 922 1676 3090 4530 
43 91 152 236 361 556 876 1400 2223 3193 3077 
.9930 42 89 149 230 346 523 802 1250 1950 2820 2870 
67 141 231 351 518 760 1114 1621 2262 2769 2287 
.9895 57 120 197 298 439 641 938 1370 1930 2430 2090 
80 168 273 405 579 815 1132 1533 1955 2162 1629 
_.9860 68 143 233 348 501 713 1005 1390 1840 2120 1640 
88 184 294 428 597 811 1075 1375 1636 1677 1182 
.9825 77 160 259 383 543 756 1040 1380 1730 1860 1350 
93 194 307 440 598 788 .1004 l222 1373 1323 883 
.9790 84 174 280 409 572 781 1044 1347 1619 1660 1147 
98 201 316 446 595 762 940 1095 1172 1072 682 
.9755 88 185 295 427 590 794 1039 1305 1516 1496 996 
102 209 324 452 593 742 888 1000 1026 896 547 
.9720 93 192 305 439 602 798 1030 1260 1420 1360 881 
106 217 334 460 594 ' 729 852 931 922 775 457 
84.9685 96 198 314 448 608 796 1010 1210 1340 1250 790 
111 224 343 468 597 722 825 880 848 690 395 
180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 360 
-'=" 
-'=" 
86.5 34 66 93 114 128 
17 33 47 57 6~ 
83 .. 0 15 30 42 51 57 
12 23 3;1 40 45 
79,5 9.0 17 25 30 34 
8.0 15 22 27 30 
76.0 5.8 11 16 20 22 
5.,4 10 15 18 20 
72.S 3.9 7.6 10,.8 13.0 15.0 
3.7 7.1 10.0 12.0 14.0 
69.0 2.7 5,.2 7.3 8.9 10 
2.? 4.9 6.9 8.4 9,.4 
65.S 1.8 3.4 4.8 5.9 6.6 
1.7 3,.2 4,.6 5.6 6.2 
62.0 1.1 2.1 2.9 3.6 4;o 
1.p 1.9 2.8 3.4 3.8 
58.5 ~so 1.0 1.S 1.8 2.0 
.so .9 1.3 1~6 1 • .8 
180 195 210 225 240 255 
Table 10 
E =·.Q002 
132 128 115 
66 64 58 
59 57 51 
46 45 40 
35 34 30 
~1 30 .27. 
22.6 22 20 
~1.0 20 18 
15.2 15" 13 
~4.3 14 .. 0 12 
10 10 8:9 
9~7 9.4 8.4 
6.8 6:6 s:9 
6 .. 4 6.2 5.6 
4.2 4.0 3~6 
3.9 3.8 3.4 
20 2.0 1:8 
;1.8 1.8 1.,6 
270 28S 300 
94 
47 
42 
33 
. 
25 
22 
16 
15 
10.8 
10.0 
7.3 
6.9 
4:8 
4.6 
3.0 
2 .. 8 
1~5 
1.,3 
315 
66 
33 
30 
23 
17 
16 
11 
11 
7:6 
7,.0 
5.2 
4.9 
3.4 
3.2 
2_.1 
2.0 
1:o 
,.9 
330 
34 
17 
15 
12 
9.0 
s.o 
5.9 
5.5 
3~9 
. 3. 7 
2.7 
2.5 
1.8-
1.7 
1.1 
1.0 
:so 
.so 
345 360 
.jl. 
Vl 
89.65 350 677 963 1189 1339 
172 334 473 581 651 
89,.30 179 347 493 606 680 
124 240 340 417 467 
88,.95 120 232 329 404 452 
86 167 237 290 325 
88.60 90 173 246 302 337 
62 119 169 207 231 
88.,25 71 138 195 240 268 
45 88 124 152 170 
87.90 59 114 1(>1 198 221 
35 67 95 116 130 
87.55 50 97 137 168 188 
27, 53 75 92 1Q3 
87.20 43 84 120 146 163 
23 44 62 76 85 
86,85 38 74 105 128 143 
).9 38 S3. 65 73 
180 195 210 225 240 255 
Table 11 
.E = .0002 
1401 1368 1238 
676 656 590 
707 687 619 
4~4 469 422 
470 456 410 
337 326 293 
350 340 305 
240 232 209 
, . ' 
278 269 242 
176 
' r 
170 153 
229 222 200 
134 130 117 
195 189 169 
1Qq 103 92 
1(>9 163 147 
88 85 76 
149 144 129 
'?5 73 65 
270 285 300 
1019 726 
484 343 
508 360 
345 245 
336 238 
239 170 
250 177 
171 121 
198 140 
12S 89 
163 115 
95 67 
138 98 
75 53 
120 85 
6~ 44 
105 75 
53 38 
315 330 
378 
178 
187 
127 
123 
88. 
92 
62 
72 
46 
60 
35 
51 
28 
4~ 
22 
39 
20 
345 360 
.j:>. 
0\ 
89~965 
.930 
lJ895 
_.860 
.825 
,790 
.755 
,720 
89.685 
180 
Table 12 
E = .ooo2 
2003 3977 5880 7645 9168 10300 10840 10580 9327 7014 3772 
1350 2644 3822 4819 5564 5981 6005 5583 4707 3412 1794 
1334 2620 3804 4825 5610 6083 6161 5782 4915 3588 182~ 
1037 2024 2910 3642 4168 4438 4411 4064 3398 2447 1281 
990 1940 2790 3504 6020 4303 6295 397;;i 3~J4 3~Q2 l2g~ 
753 1466 2101 2619 2981 3158 3120 2860 2380 1708 892 
786 1533 2200 2747 3134 3326 3224 3Q22 22~2 1812 2~8 
554 1078 1540 1914 ~171 2290 2254 2057 1706 1221 637 
651 1268 1814 2257 2565 2709 2671 2441 ~QJQ 1~2Q 1SB 
418 813 1559 1437 1626 po8 1676 1525 1261 901 469 
555 1080 1540 1915 2170 2285 2245 2045 1690 1~1Q g3l 
326 633 902 1115 1258 1318 1289 1169 965 688 358 
484 940 1342 1662 1880 1970 1935 1759 1454 1038 5~Q 
26~ 512 728 898 1010 1Q57 1031 933 768 546 284 
l 
429 832 1190 1470 1660 1740 1700 1540 1270 908 472 
222 429 610 752 845 880 857 774 636 452 235 
385 747 1063 1314 1481 . 1551 1516 1376 1132 827 420 
193 374 534 652 731 76.1, 234 667 547 388 201 
195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 360 
.jlo. 
.....:1 
Table 13 
.E = ,0002 
89 .• 9965 2,.0 4,.1 '6~7 9.9 14 20 27 36 45 49 35 
2.8 5.9 9.3 13 18 23 29 33 35 31 19 
.9930 2.5 5.2 8,.2 12 16 20 25 30 32 29 18 
3,.1 6,4 9.8 14 18 22 25 28 28 23 13 
"9895 2.7 5..,4 8.4 12 15 19 22 25 25 21 12 
2.8 5.7 8.7 12 15 18 20 21 20 16 9,.2 
119860 2.6 5.3 8.1 11 14 17 19 21 20 16 9.,3 
2,5 4.9 7.4 9.,9 12 14 16 16 15 12 6.6 
.9825 2.5 5.1 7.7 10 13 15 17' 18 17 13 1:5 
2.1 4.3 6,3 8.3 10 12 12.3 12.4 11 8,.7 4.8 
.9790 2.4 4.9 7.3 9:8 12 14 15 16 15 11 6:3 
1.9 3.7 5"5 7 .. 1 8,.5 9.6 10 9.9 8.8 6.7 3.7 
~9755 2.3 4.6 6.9 9 .. 2 11 13 14 14 12 9,.8 5.4 
1.9 3.3 4.8 6.2 7.4 8.2 8.5 8.2 7 .. 1 5,.4 2.9 
.9720 2.2 4.4 6.6 8,.6 10 12 13 13 11 9,.0 4~7 
1.,5 3 .. 0 4.4 5.6 6.6 7.2 7.4 6.9 6.,0 4.5 2.4 
84<!t9685 2.1 4.2 6.2 s:1 9;8 11 12 12 10 7.8 4.2 
1.4 2.8 4.1 5.2 6.0 6.05 6.6 6 .. 2 5.3 3.8 2.0 
180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 3~5 330 345 360 
~ 
Table 14 
E = .0002 
89.99965 .3 .7 '1.,2 1.9 3.,0 s.o 8.,7 16 35 91 265 
.5 1.2 2.0 3.0 5.,0 8,.0 15 28 63 154 373 
.99930 ,.6 1.4 2.3 3.6 5_.6 8.8 14 25 47 92 146 
~9 1.9 3.3 5.2 8.1 13 22 38 70 132 217 
.99895 .9 1.9 3.2 6.9 7.6 11 18 30 52 86 103 
1.2 2.6 4.3 6.6. 10 15 26 39 64 101 133 
~99860 1.1 2.4 4.0 6~0 9.0 14 21 33 53 78 81 
1.4 3.0 5.0 7.7 11 17 25 38 56 78 86 
.99825 1,.3 2.8 4.6 7~0 10 15 23 35 53 71 67 
l.p 3.5 5,.7 8.6 12 lS 26 36 49 60 58 
,.99790 1.5 3.2 5.2 7~8 11 17 25 36 51 65 57 
1.? 3.9 6.4 9.5 13 19 26 35 44 49 41 
' 
.99755 1.7 3.5 5.7 8.5 12 18 26 36 50 60 49 
2.1 4.4 7 .. 1 10 15 20 26 34 40 41 31 
' 
,.99720 1.8 3.7 6.0 9,.0 13 19 26 36 48 56 44 
2.? 4.9 7.9 11 16 2~ 27 33 38 37 25 
89.99685 1.9 3..4 6 .. 4 9.5 14 19 27 36 47 52 39 
2.9 5.4 8.,6 12 17 22 28 33 36 33 21 . 
180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 360 
t 
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ABSTRACI' 
The central problem in the study of the lubrication o£ bearings is 
to determine the pressure within the lubricant when the velocity of the 
moving surface, viscosity of the lubricant,'et~. are known. The present 
study concerns the open spherical bearing which consists of a fixed 
hemisphere with a sphere os equal radius rotating inside it about an 
axis perpendicular to the plane of the rim of the hemisphere. As in 
other bearings we start with the Navier-Stokes equations and assume in-
compressibility, steady flow and constant viscosity of the lubricant in 
the bearing. Reducing the equations to the Reynold's form in spherical 
co-ordinates simplifies the problem to that of solving the elliptic 
equation, 
... l ~2110 
sin2e -o~Z 
6R2w o-sinesin¢ 
h3 
+ (cote - 3Esin9) am 
h oe 
satisfying 
+ 3crsin¢ a T/0 
hsine Cl~ = 
the boundary values rr = 0 everywhere on the lines on the bearing 0 
surface given by e = 55° e = 90 ; 91 = 180 ; ~ = 360 
where p rr0 = pressure in the fluid to a first approximation 
h = Ecose .+ E2sin2e - o- sinecos~ 
2R 
}1 = viscosity 
B,c:J are the axial and radial displacements o£ the 
centre of the inner sphere from the centre of the 
fixed hemisphere. 
w = angular velocity of the moving sphere 
R = radius o£ the sphere 
2 
A numerical solution of the equation is obtained by an ite~ation 
process using an electronic computer. The values obtained for T.r
0 
show that 1T 0 is comparatively insignificant for the lower part of 
the region and in the upper part TT0 takes large values and falls 
0 
sharply to become zero on the boundary e = 90 , giving the solution almost 
discontinuous character. This behaviour of the solution suggests a 
formal solution with a boundary layer term as in a paper by N. Levinson. 
A simple change of variables transforms the above problem to solving 
the equation E b. u + afix + buy + cu = d with the condition that u = 0 
everywhere on the boundary of the region mentioned above. Here a, b, 
c, d are functions of x,y and E and Ll is the Laplacian operator 
and c is negative everywhere in the region. It turns out that b = 0 
compared to other coefficients. The solution u is given by 
u = U + e-g/E J 
where U, g, J are the solutions of the following equations 
aUx +bUy + cU = d 
gx2 + gy2 ~ agx • bgy = 0 
(a - 2gx)Jx + (b - 2gy)Jy + (c - ~ g)J = 0 
The equations are quite complicated and do not admit of a simple solu-
tion as they stand. Hence some approximations are made and the value 
of u is obtained as 
u = -3RKw siny(l - 1.6x - Ef ) 
x+Ef 
which yields 
-3RKw sinr(l - 1.6x - Ef ) 
h x+Ef 
where x= 1f -e 
-r 
y = rp 
K = 2Ra-
~ 
f = 1 - Kcosy 
2R 
3 
Evaluating the formula at those points for which tAe values of TT
0 
were computed by the numerical method, comparisons between the numeri-
cal and forma~ solutions are made and they are found to agree to a 
large extent • 
• 
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